The role of metabonomics at the interface between drug metabolism and safety assessment.
Safety assessment of candidate drugs is a key stage in drug development and one which represents a significant attritional hurdle. There is also a focused effort in drug metabolism studies to assess bioactivation potential based on the notion this could lead to the risk of macromolecule adduct formation and subsequent toxicological consequences. However, characterization of the molecular mechanisms of drug toxicity still remains an enormous challenge. Recent advancements in 'omics sciences, and in particular metabonomics, has enabled some elucidation or insights into toxicological sequelae. Metabonomics is a global metabolic profiling framework which utilizes high resolution analytics (typically NMR and mass spectrometry) together with chemometric statistical tools (such as principal component analysis and partial least squares) to derive an integrated picture of both endogenous and xenobiotic metabolism. This review details some of the current progress in the application of metabonomics in drug safety and metabolism.